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Junior+ by Jenx
The Junior+ offers highly flexible supportive seating for children from 18 months - 12 years.

An outstanding level of versatility is achieved through a wide variety of head, trunk, leg and foot support options as well as a choice of 
bases, meaning each Junior+ can be exactly tailored to the needs of any individual child. The contoured seat unit constructed from 
super-soft polyurethane and memory foam provides unparalleled comfort and the perfect base for true pelvic stability. 

Created in conjunction with children, parents, therapists and care staff, the Junior+ has been thoughtfully and carefully designed to meet a 
wide range of needs - meaning every child can be comfortable and perfectly supported, allowing them to get on with playing and learning.

Outstanding Pelvic
Control System

Contoured seating with 
memory foam seat pad, 

independently adjustable 
lumbar/sacral support and a 4 
point lap strap all provided as 

standard make the Jenx 
Junior+ outstanding when it 

comes to pelvic control. Plus if 
you find this isn’t enough, the 
optional Ischial Bar will help 

prevent low tone or very active 
children from slipping into 

sacral sitting.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Adjustable Seat Depth
To ensure the fit is exactly 
right for each child, the seat 
depth is fully adjustable. This 
is a tool free, quick and easy 
to access adjustment.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Leg Control Pads

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Use 2 or 4; these unique Leg 
Control Pads allow you to 

control leg positioning 
independently, creating 

abduction or adduction or 
controlling windsweeping. 
Simple to adjust, they flip 

completely out of the way for 
smooth, safe, dignified and 

unobstructed transfers. 

PU Support Pads
Included as standard for hip 
support with easy, flip-away 
action for leg support. All 
pads are made from 
super-soft polyurethane – fully 
flexible, easy to clean and 
impervious to fluids, making 
them hygienic and robust. 

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Flip-up Angle Adjustable 
Footplate

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

To accommodate or encourage 
dorsi or plantar flexion. Adjusts 
quickly and simply with the turn 
of a button, flips up for safe and 
easy standing transfers with the 
footplate held out of the way 
with a concealed magnet. Now 
with easy fit slots making 
attaching sandals and other 
foot support options a breeze.



NEW Ankle Snug

NEW Super-soft PU
New, super-soft PU - still the 
same great hygienic, 
easy-to-clean seat cushion 
but now with added comfort.

Improved Shoulder Protractors

Improved Flexible Thoracic Supports

Comfort style Shoulder Protractors to  
encourage a functional mid-line hand 
position and prevent excessive retraction.

Designed with comfort in mind these super-�exible 
thoracics, available in different sizes, hug to 
provide just the right amount of support           
without restricting function.

An optional foot 
positioning accessory to 
the standard sandal. The 
Ankle Snug offers a 
unique magnetic buckle 
fastening mechanism, 
which can be operated 
single handed.



Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development 
and functional movement now and in the future.

Always Supportive

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Adjustable Back Height
From 345mm on the size 1 
to 500mm on the size 3, as 
your child grows, the Junior+ 
range grows with them!

Plus, you can also add an 
extra 75mm with the Back 
Extension Post.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Back Angle Adjustment
From 15º recline through to 15º prone, 
use this feature to create the required 

hip angle for the optimum seating 
position for each child.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Three Different Base Options
The base options are height adjustable, 

with the Y-Base allowing flexibility for each 
child to enjoy activities from floor level, to 

breakfast bar height.

INNOVATIVE 
FEATURE

Seat Extension
Optional accessory to 
provide extra length on one 
side of the seat for children 
with leg length discrepancy.



Accessories

X-Base Black
A compact, robust and cost effective 
base with high-low and tilt-in-space 
functionality. With lockable, 
swivel castors and a height 
range of 345-515mm. 
Tilt-In-Space 30° recline, 
10° prone.

Y-Base
The most flexible base in the Jenx 
range, the Y-base offers a huge 
range of height adjustment from 
335 - 755mm alongside 
tilt-in-space functionality and 
lockable, swivel castors. 
Tilt-in-Space 30° recline, 10° prone.

Multigrip™ Head Support
The original and innovative Jenx Multigrip™ 
Head Support is available in 3 sizes for all 
Jenx seating systems. Provides 
adjustment for height, depth 
and angle.

Oval Head Support
Simple headrest available in a 
range of colours for children who 
require minimal head support. 
Comes mounted on a flexible 
fixing bracket giving adjustment 
for height, depth and angle.

Adjustable Push Handle
Makes moving equipment safer  and easier 
for carers, flips away in seconds when not 
in use so ideal for busy classroom 
environments or where space is at a 
premium. Has a comfortable padded foam 
handle and is height adjustable.

Always Configurable
The Junior+ by Jenx has a wide range of accessories and optional extras meaning it can be highly 
customised for every child’s needs, making it a highly flexible supported seating system for children 
from 18 months to 12 years old. 

Junior+ Seat Unit
Suitable for children from approx 18 months – 12 years 
across 3 sizes, each Junior+ seat unit provides all the 
basics for a solid seating foundation, including:
• Contoured PU seat with removable                                                   
 abduction pad and memory foam                                                             
 seat pad

• Adjustable, flip-away PU hip pads
• Angle adjustable & flip-up footplate

  • 4 point lap strap
  • Height adjustable PU back pad
  • Independently adjustable PU 
     lumbar/sacral pad
  • Leg control brackets

Tray
A useful surface for work, feeding or 
play. Made from food grade plastic 
providing a hygienic and easy to 
clean surface. Contrasting 
tray edging gives a definitive 
boundary particularly useful 
for users with visual 
impairments. Plus, enables toys or 
other items to be securely fastened in 
place. Available in two sizes. Requires armrests     
for use.

NB: Suction toys, anchors or grab bars will not work with 
this tray – to use these items with the Junior+, you will also 
require a Reduced Cut-Out Tray Infill.

Tray Elbow Blocks
Used to encourage arms into a 
mid-line position and/or to 
block excessive retraction.

Reduced Cut-Out Tray Infill
Designed to work with the 
standard Junior+ Trays by 
reducing the aperture for 
smaller children. Perfect 
surface for use with suction 
toys, anchors or grab bars. 
Prevents even the slimmest of arms 
from falling into gaps.

Medium Back Pad
This accommodates larger children 
who fit the length of the traditional 
Junior+ but need extra width for 
comfort and support. Standard on 
size 3 Junior+.

Accessories

5-port Back Extension Post
Gives extra height to the Back Pad, 
for those who require it.

Comfort style shoulder protractors to 
encourage a functional mid-line hand 
position and prevent excessive 
retraction. Completely flip-away 
when not required. Independently 
adjustable for width and angle. 
Available in 2 sizes.

Shoulder Protractors

X-Base White

The white based version of 
the X-Base offers a higher 
height range of 395-595mm, 
meaning it can now allow 
children to engage with family 
members and friends at 
dining table height with ease. 
Tilt-in-space 30° - 10° prone.



Always SupportiveAlways Supportive

Ischial Bar
Simple yet highly effective 
positioning aid for children with a 
strong tendency towards sacral 
sitting. Position beneath the memory 
foam pad in front of the ischial tuberosities. 

Armrests
Provided as a pair the Armrests are 
independently adjustable for height 
and angle. Clear markings make it 
easy to set the Armrests at the 
correct height. Padded armrest 
covers in a range of colours are also 
available.

Tray Edge Padding
Extra cushioning for the tray 
aperture. Attaches with hook and 
loop fastening and is covered in 
wipe-clean PU fabric. Ideal for 
protecting bony elbows and arms 
from banging on the tray edge or 
support surface.

Activity Frame
Great for encouraging head 
control and hand/eye 
co-ordination. Easy to attach 
and adjust. Comes with two 
clips for attaching toys or    
other items.

Full and Half Tray Padding
Extra cushioning for the 
tray. Attaches with hook 
and loop fastening and is 
covered in wipe-clean 
PU fabric.

Grab Bar
Perfect for children who 
need to fix one hand to 
increase functionality.

Seat Extension
Provides extra length on one side of 
the seat for children with leg     
length discrepancy.

NB. Cannot be used in conjunction 
with Leg Control Pads.

Leg Control Pads
Unique Leg Control Pads 
allow you to control leg 
position independently of 
pelvic position, creating 
abduction or adduction or 
controlling windsweeping. Flip    
completely out of the way to 
facilitate smooth, safe and 
dignified transfers.

Flexible Thoracic Supports Pads
Available in a range of 
sizes, these slimline and 
super flexible Support 
Pads (with straps) are 
designed to provide 
outstanding positioning 
with comfort in mind. All 
sizes feature single handed 
flip-away action and are 
independently adjustable for 
height and width to ensure 
maximum trunk control. 

Also available: High-rise 
Flexible Thoracic Supports, offering 
a greater range of height adjustment. 

Waistcoat Harness
Provides additional trunk support to 
children with low tone. Attach, detach 
and flip-away in seconds with a single 
hand – no tools required. Available in     
4 sizes.

Clear Tray Overlay
Ideal for use with communication 
aids, makaton symbols and other 
teaching/learning aids. Simply 
sandwich the teaching aid 
between the tray and clear 
overlay to provide a protective, 
waterproof cover.

Box Style Footplate
Perfect for children whose 
condition precludes them 
from having their feet 
fixed. Provides a level of 
control while still allowing 
freedom of movement.

Additional Footplates & Brackets
Provides support for feet. 3 
different sizes of Bracket allow 
for different leg lengths.

Abduction Blocks
Available in three sizes 
providing different levels 
of abducted seating.

Thoracic Support Pads 
Available in a range of short, 
long and slimline sizes (all 
without straps) with regular, or 
high/low rise brackets, these 
trunk support pads are made 
from flexible and hygienic PU.  
There is a single handed push 
button flip away action on all 
supports and they are independently adjustable for 
height and width. Can be offset to brace a scoliosis or 
accommodate other skeletal deformities.

Hip Width Reducing Pads
Designed to effortlessly slot 
in between the hip pad and 
cover, the infill reduces the hip 
width by 50mm, accommodating 
a narrower hip-width.



visit jenx.com for more information

Always Supportive

Washable Padded Covers
A full range of colour co-ordinated 
covers are available for the seat and 
accessories. Easily removed and 
machine washable at 40°. Available in 
Red, Blue, Pink, Green, Yellow or Grey. 
Optional memory foam padding is also 
available for additional pressure relief 
where needed. A wipe-clean PU seat 
hygiene cover is also available in black.
   

Sandals
Available in 4 different sizes to 
accommodate any size of 
foot, even when wearing 
splints, Jenx Sandals are 
interchangeable across the 
entire range of Jenx seating 
and standing products.

Ankle Snugs
An optional foot positioning 
accessory to the standard 
sandal. The Ankle Snug 
offers a unique magnetic 
buckle fastening 
mechanism, which can be 
operated single handed. 

Booties
Available for the smallest Jenx 
seating systems, Booties provide 
gentle and comfortable support 
for tiny feet even without shoes. 
They are soft and extra padded 
with no fiddly straps, press studs 
or buckles.

Sandal Raising Blocks
Available for every size of Jenx 
Sandals, the raising block kits give 
the Sandals that extra bit of height 
where needed! Use to 
accommodate for leg length 
discrepancy or use to raise the 
height of the Footplate on any 
product to maximise the available growth.

NB:  One kit needed per individual sandal.

Footplate Pad
Attach to the 
Footplate to give a 
softer surface for 
children who don’t 
need or can’t tolerate 
more structured     
foot positioning.



Junior+ by Jenx Technical Specifications
Units

 

Age Range mths - yrs 18mths - 5yrs

User Weight kg        50

Back Angle degrees 15º - 15º

Back Pad Height from Seat to Top mm  
345 - 435 345 - 435

X Base Footprint

 

Y Base Footprint 

 

Chest Width

 

Hip Width 

 

X Base Black Seat Height From Floor 

 

Y Base Seat Height From Floor 

 

 

Seat Depth

 

Lower Leg Length 

 

 

X and Y Base Tilt-In-Space Angle

Measurement Junior+ 1
JUC21

Junior+ 2
JUC22

Junior+ 3
JUC23

50 50

15º - 15º

degrees 30º - 10º

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

185 - 280

150 - 375

210 - 305

195 - 270

185 - 280

150 - 375

240 - 355

235 - 350

625 x 625

660 x 700

345 - 515

mm 335 - 755

IMPORTANT INFORMATION: 
Please be aware, some minimum and maximum 
measurements are achieved by the use of 
additional accessory components. 

Footplate Angle degrees 5º - 35º

210 - 300

150 - 375

260 - 440

250 - 405

5º - 35º

30º - 10º

625 x 625

660 x 700

30º - 10º

625 x 625

660 x 700

5º - 35º

approx.

max

recline - forward

min - max

min - max

min - max

min - max

min - max

min - max

min - max

width x length

width x length

supine - prone

dorsi - plantar

345 - 515

335 - 755

345 - 515

335 - 755

410 - 500

3yrs - 8yrs 5yrs - 12yrs

15º - 15º
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Find Your Distributor

To locate one of our 
carefully selected 

distributors near you, visit:
jenx.com/where-to-buy 

X Base White Seat Height From Floor mm 395 - 595min - max 395 - 595 395 - 595


